Congress of the United States
Washington, D.C. 20515

July 28, 2020

The Honorable Janet Dhillon
Chair
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
131 M Street, NE
Washington, DC 20507
RE:

Comment on Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: Official Time in Federal Sector
Cases Before the Commission, RIN NO. 3046-AB00

Dear Chair Dhillon:
We write to express our strong opposition to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s
(EEOC’s or Commission’s) proposed change to longstanding federal rules that ensure federal
employees the right to a representative of their choice when they bring complaints of unlawful
workplace discrimination. As Chairs of the Committee on Education and Labor and the
Committee on Oversight and Reform, which share jurisdiction over the EEOC and protection of
public employees, we are concerned about the adverse impact of this proposed rule on equal
employment opportunity (EEO) laws and policies affecting federal employees, the enforcement
of anti-discrimination laws, and fairness in the federal workplace.
For over 40 years, the EEOC has required that federal agencies allow employees to pursue
formal complaints of discrimination during paid work hours.1 Agencies are required to provide
an employee a “reasonable amount of official time” to “prepare the complaint and respond to
agency and EEOC requests for information.” 2 Additionally, the EEOC requires that federal
employees have the right to be “accompanied, represented, and advised by a representative of
complainant’s choice.”3
The EEOC’s current rule also ensures that employee representatives chosen by complainants are
allowed to represent them throughout the complaint process during paid work hours. The current
EEOC rule reads, in part:
The complainant and representative, if employed by the agency and otherwise in a pay
status, shall be on official time, regardless of their tour of duty, when their presence is
authorized or required by the agency or the Commission during the investigation,
informal adjustment, or hearing on the complaint. 4
On December 11, 2019, the EEOC published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) that
would change 40 years of practice by attacking the right of all federal employees to choose a
1

Official Time in Federal Sector Cases Before the Commission, 84 Fed. Reg. 67683 (proposed June 1, 2020) (to be
codified at 29 C.F.R. § 1614).
2
29 C.F.R. § 1614.605(b).
3 29 C.F.R. § 1614.605(a).
4 Id.
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representative of their choice in EEO matters.5 The proposed rule would amend the current
EEOC rule that requires official time to be provided to a complainant’s representative to exclude
any representative who is “an officer, steward or otherwise in an official capacity” with a union.
This means that EEO complainants could only receive union representation if the representatives
performed their representation work during their annual leave, which is subject to their
management’s discretion, or uncompensated personal time. Non-union equivalent
representatives would continue to be able to perform their representation work under paid
official time.
After the proposed rule was published, we wrote to you on January 23, 2020, to request
documents and information so we could better understand the proposed rule and the justification
for it.6 To date, most of the documents and information we have received have been nonsubstantive. The EEOC withheld an unknown volume of responsive documents but failed to
specify why they were withheld or assert any privilege regarding specific documents in a
privilege log, as our letter requested. As a result, most of our requests are still outstanding,
including our requests for communications, studies, analyses, memoranda, and opinions
concerning the potential effects of the proposed rule on other laws, on complainants, and on the
EEOC’s workload.7
Of particular concern is the role played by Andrew Maunz, who was Special Assistant to the
Chair and identified in the NPRM as the agency’s point of contact for the proposed rule. After
our Committees requested documents and communications regarding the justification for this
proposed rule, Mr. Maunz was promoted to lead the EEOC’s Office of Legal Counsel. In that
capacity, he headed the office that was designated to make the final determination about which
documents the agency would produce in response to our request, as well as any privilege the
agency was going to assert. Our Committees communicated our concerns that Mr. Maunz was
operating under a conflict of interest, since he would have the ability to withhold from Congress
his own communications about the justification for the proposed rule. Despite our concerns, the
EEOC did not acknowledge Mr. Maunz’s conflict of interest and has failed to respond to our
request for how the EEOC plans to mitigate his conflict of interest.
Six months since we first wrote for information, our Committees continue to lack information as
to why this rule change was proposed, the entities that sought this change, and whether the
EEOC has considered or is even aware of the impact of this change. This proposed rule is
especially questionable because the EEOC lacks any data on how much official time is being
used by union representatives in federal employee case representation before the Commission.
The proposed rule not only denies complainants the right to choose their representative; it also
denies them the expertise and experience of union representatives in the equal opportunity

5

Official Time in Federal Sector Cases Before the Commission, 84 Fed. Reg. 67683 (proposed December 11, 2019)
(to be codified at 29 C.F.R. § 1614).
6
See attached Addendum A, Letter from Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney and Chairman Robert C. “Bobby” Scott
to Chair Janet Dhillon, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (Jan. 23, 2020).
7
See attached Addendum B, which lists the items still outstanding from the Committees’ request of January 23,
2020.
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process. In this way, the proposed rule would also have a negative impact on the EEOC by
making the complaint process less efficient and effective.
In light of the many unresolved questions that arise from this proposed rule, the lack of adequate
justification for the proposed change, and the unequal and unlawful restriction of a complainant’s
right to representation in EEOC complaints, we respectfully request that the EEOC reject this
proposed rule. Federal employees should continue to have representatives of their choice in
equal opportunity claims and those representatives should be treated on an equal footing as nonunion employees.
If you have any questions, please contact Carolyn Ronis with the Committee on Education and
Labor at Carolyn.Ronis@mail.house.gov or Jaron Bourke with the Committee on Oversight and
Reform at Jaron.Bourke@mail.house.gov.
Sincerely,

____________________________
Robert C. “Bobby” Scott
Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor

__________________________
Carolyn B. Maloney
Chairwoman
Committee on Oversight and Reform

Addendum A

Addendum B - Outstanding Congressional Requests
On January 23, 2020, Chairman Robert C. “Bobby” Scott of the House Committee on Education
and Labor and Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney of the House Committee on Oversight and
Reform wrote a letter (attached as Addendum A) to EEOC Chair Janet Dhillon requesting
information and documents, and to date the following are still outstanding:
1. All communications, studies, analyses, memoranda, and opinions concerning the
following potential effects of the proposed rule:
a. How the proposed rule would affect the EEO regulatory requirement in 29 C.F.R.
§ 1614.605(a) that complainants have the right to “a representative of the
complainant’s choice” during interactions with an EEO counselor and when
formally filing a complaint and appealing the agency decision to the EEOC;
b. How the proposed rule would affect the EEO regulatory requirement in 29 C.F.R.
§ 1614.102(a)(12) to “enlist” the cooperation of labor organizations in
maintaining an affirmative program to promote equal opportunity;
c. How the proposed rule would affect the financial cost to complainants, including
the average financial cost to complainants, if the rule led complainants to retain
attorneys to represent them in matters for which they would otherwise have
enlisted a union representative on official time;
d. How the proposed rule is expected to affect the number of pro se complainants;
e. How the proposed rule might affect the backlog of EEO cases awaiting
adjudication, the average length of adjudications, and the workload on
administrative judges;
f. How a decrease in the number of union-represented complainants would affect
the effectiveness and efficiency of EEO proceedings;
g. Whether the proposed rule is intended to exclude any federal employee who
serves “as an officer, steward or otherwise in an official capacity” with a union
from receiving any official time under Section 1614.605(b), even if he or she is
not eligible for official time under a collective bargaining agreement;
h. The basis for the Commission’s statement in its notice of proposed rulemaking
that it “believes that the relevant labor relations statute articulates the best policy
for determining if someone receives official time when they act for a labor
organization” when the FSLMRS does not explicitly mention EEO;
i. How the purposes of EEO are advanced by prohibiting official time for union
representatives while requiring official time for non-union representatives; and
j. Any cost benefit analyses undertaken and all analyses substantiating the EEOC’s
claim that this proposed rule is not a “significant regulatory action” under
Executive Orders 12866 or 13563, which would require that an agency propose or
adopt a regulation only upon a reasoned determination that the benefits of the
intended regulation justify its costs.
2. All communications of Victoria Lipnic, former Acting Chair, Janet Dhillon, Chair, and
Andrew Maunz, Special Assistant to the Chair, concerning the development of this draft
rule, from January 2019 to the present.

3. All communications between the EEOC and other federal agencies, including the Office
of Personnel Management, relating to the union status of representatives chosen by EEO
complainants.
4. A privilege log of any documents or communications for which the EEOC has asserted

privilege.
Following the letter, staff of the House Committee on Education and Labor and the House
Committee on Oversight and Reform also requested additional information about Andrew
Maunz’s conflict of interest from the EEOC via email on April 24, 2020, to date, the following is
still outstanding:
1. The EEOC’s plan for mitigating Mr. Maunz’s conflict of interest.
a. Specifically, what is Mr. Maunz’s role in identifying and reviewing documents
for production to the Committees?
b. Did Mr. Maunz recuse himself from a role in determining whether or not the
agency asserts privilege?

